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Abstract 

This paper introduces a new approach of 
patent translation.  The basic technology is 
functional language model proposed by the 
same authors. Using a long claim sentence 
that applied to America and China of 
Japanese patent originally, the translation 
process is demonstrated. Through this 
process, special linguistic issues in each 
language are clarified in translation of 
patents. 
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1 .. Introduction*

Although patent translation is hot topic and 
urgent issue for the recent globalization of the world, 
almost translations are done by manual work, 
because the quality of machine translation systems is 
not enough for using translated sentences directly.   It 
is important to review conventional approaches of 
machine translation (MT) and establish a new 
approach to overcome the problems, especially in 
patent translation.  

                                                          

Conventional approach of MT for patent 
translation can be classified as follows: 
• Rule-based approach 
• Statistical Approach 
• Example-based approach 

Among them, the rule-based approach analyzes
sentences grammatically on the base of morpheme 
dictionary and part-of-speech (POS) based rules.  The 
quality was not enough, because we cannot neglect 
various exceptions of registered rules.  The 
morpheme-based analysis is also problematic for 
long sentences. 

Statistical Approach takes ways to making 
language model statistically.  One of statistical model 
is Bayesian network1 that is based on probability of 
word appearances after a specified word.  Although 
there have been proposed various statistical models, 
the altitude of less emphasis in grammatical structure 
of sentences drives grammatically illness of 
translated sentences.  This approach, however, was 
useful for gathering many candidates of words, 
phrases and sentences to develop various corpuses. 

Example-based approach has taken very 
important roles for automation of patent translation.  
The patent office of each country provides a service 
to publish patents in English as one of foreign 
languages by using example-based approach.  This 
approach encourages alignment technologies to find a 
pair of word-, phrase- and clause-patterns from a pair 
of sentences in a parallel corpus.  The result of 
alignment is useful for patent translation.  Some 
                                                          
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bayesian_network
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patent offices, [Japio 2010, kipo 2011] have collected 
several hundred patterns from the patents and 
improved the quality of translated patents, but still 
not enough. 

Almost real products of patent translation adopt a 
combination of these approaches to improve the 
quality of translation. 
This paper introduces a new approach of MT and 
application to patent sentences to show how to 
translate patent sentences and some linguistic issues 
specially appeared in patent sentences. 

2   Example of a Patent Translation  

2.1 Sample sentence of a patent 

One of special characteristics of patent sentences 
is the length of sentence, especially sentence for 
claim because each claim has to be described one 
sentence. We shall show one example of claim 
sentence. 

 (Original sentence into English)  
“A first aspect of the present invention is directed to an 

information processing system, including a first 
information processing apparatus and a second 
information processing apparatus, wherein the first 
information processing apparatus includes: a first object 
storage portion in which at least one object having at least 
one data node and at least one application node that are 
hierarchical can be stored; a first instruction receiving 
portion that receives an object instruction, which is an 
instruction having an object identifier for identifying an 
object and is an instruction for the object, from the second 
information processing apparatus; a first object non-
existence information acquiring portion that acquires 
information to an effect that the object identified with the 
object identifier contained in the object instruction does not 
exist, in a case where the object does not exist; a first 
processing portion that processes the object identified with 
the object identifier contained in the object instruction 
according to the object instruction, in a case where the 
object exists; and a first transmitting portion that transmits 
result information, which is information acquired by the 
first object non-existence information acquiring portion or 
information on a result of the process executed by the first 
processing portion, to the second information processing 
apparatus; and the second information processing 
apparatus includes: a second non-existence case process 
information storage portion in which a pair of an object 
identifier and a non-existence case process identifier for 
identifying a process that is executed in a case where an 
object identified with the object identifier does not exist can 
be stored; a second receiving portion that receives the 
result information transmitted by the first information 
processing apparatus; a second processing portion that 
executes the process identified with the non-existence case 
process identifier corresponding to the object identifier of 
the object, in a case where the result information received 
by the second receiving portion is information to an effect 

that the object does not exist; and a second output portion 
that outputs the result information received by the second 
receiving portion, in a case where the result information is 
not information to an effect that the object does not exist.” 

2.2 Functional decomposition of the English 
sentence  

The key flame of the English sentence is as follows; 

A first aspect of the present invention is directed to an 
information processing system, including  a first 
information processing apparatus and a second 
information processing apparatus, wherein …

By using our functional approach [Ikeda, et al 2011], 
the sentence can be expressed as the following 
sequence of functions: 

S0=A first-aspect-of-the-present-invention-is-directed-to-_-, 
including-_- and_,-wherein-_([N1],[N2],[N3],[S4]); 
N1= an information processing system; 
N2= a first information processing apparatus; 
N3= a second information processing apparatus; 

Although S4 is a sentence followed word 
“wherein”, it can also be expressed by the following 
sequence of functions: 

S4= _-includes-_- and-_-includes:-_ 
([N5],[N6],[N7],[N8]); 
N5= the- first-information-processing apparatus; 
N6=_;-_;-_;-_;-and-_([N9],[N10],[N11],[N12],[N13]); 
N7= the second information processing apparatus; 
N8=_;-_;-_;-and-_([N14],[N15],[N16],[N17]); 

N6 and N8 are lists of noun phrases.  Since each 
element of these lists has similar structure, we shall 
show just one example of N9: 

N9=_- in- which- ([N18],[S19]); 
N18= a first object storage portion; 
S19= _-can-be-stored([N20]); 
N20= _-having-_ ([N21],[N22]); 
N21=at- least-one-_([N23]); 
N22=_-that- are hierarchical([N24]); 
N23=object; 
N24=_- and-_([N25],[N26]); 
N25= at- least-one-_([N27]); 
N26= at- least-one-_([N28]); 
N27= data node; 
N28= application node

2.3 Problems of Phrase Alignment in English 
and Chinese 

Translation of “relative pronoun” of English into 
Chinese has many mistakes. Although a Chinese 
word with the same role of English “relative 
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pronoun”   is particle “ ”.  For example, a 
translation of English sentence “The book that you 
bought is really interesting.” could be “

”.  The previous phrase of “ ” in Chinese is 
a sentence “  (I bought)”.  It is possible to locate 
a sentence in front of “ ”, but it is not adequate to 
locate long sentence, especially if it includes another 
“ ”.   For example in the patent sentence in Chinese, 
it is difficult to translate English sentences including 
a relative pronoun into Chinese 

In such a case, we have to use 2 or more 
sentences to express one English sentence.  For 
example, the following English noun phrase: 

“a first object storage portion in which at least one 
object having at least one data node and at least 
one application node that are hierarchical can be 
stored;

is translated in to Chinese as follows: 

“

” 

Is this Chinese phrase as a noun phrase?  
Ordinary grammar of Chinese cannot accept this 
sentence as a noun phrase.    This type of translation, 
however, is done many cases in patent translation.  
How we can solve the problem?

3. Sets of Sentences 

3.1 Phrase set of Syntax of Sentence 

It is well-known that a sentence can be expressed 
as tree of some phrases, called a syntax tree as  

((A (first (aspect of (the (present invention))))) is 
directed to ((an ((information processing) system)), 
including )(a (first ((information processing) 
apparatus))) and (a ((second (information processing) 
apparatus))))))”  

    Let Sy(s) be the set of all phrases of appeared in 
the syntax tree of sentence s and we have Sy(s) 
Ph(s).  We collect all phrases of sentences appeared 
in set of sentences S as follows: 

Ph(S) =  { Ph(s) | s  S }
We can define the set of the set of all phrases 
appeared in syntax tree of sentences S as follows: 

Sy(S) =  { Sn(s) | s  S }
and we have 

Sy(S)  Ph(S)  for any sentence set S. 

3.2 Phrase Pattern Set 

In a phrase set Sy(S) of sentence set S, we have 
phrases that share a sub-phrase.  For example, we 
have many sentences that share 

A first aspect of the present invention is directed to … 

in patent documents( , this is a typical expression for 
a claim of patent.). This type of sub-string is called a 
phrase pattern and expressed as a strung function as 
follows: 

A-first-aspect-of-the-present-invention-is-directed-
to([N]); 

Then we can express the first sentence as follows: 

“A first aspect of the present invention is directed to 
an  

information processing system” 
= A-first-aspect-of-the-present-invention-is-directed-

to([an information processing system]) 

A phrase function has a type that is POS of 
enumerated function.  The POS is just 4 types of N
for noun, C for complement, P for predicate and S for 
sentence in our function. We shall call such kind 
patterns that are created by syntax phrases Sy(S) for 
sentence set S as the phrase patterns and denoted by 
PhP(S).  Phrase pattern can be contained a word itself. 
If PhS is a subset of PhP(S), we can define a set of 
sentences Sn(PhS). 

3.3 Sentence sets 

Let S(L)  be the set of correct sentences in 
language L.  There is a subset F of S(L) that is 
consisted of inadequate sentences to be translated, 
e.g., too-long sentences and ambiguous sentences 
even if the sentence is not illegal grammatically.  
This type of sentences should be classified into set F 
in this paper.  There may be a set D(L) of sentences 
in S(L)  F having the following conditions: 

( Reversible translation condition ) 
There is a translation g : D(L)  D(L’) for 
any pair of languages L and L’, that g(s) and 
g(s’) has the same meaning and same 
syntactical structure.  
 ( Minimum set ) 
There is only one sentence with the same 
meaning, that is 
If g(s) = g(s’) in D(L’) then s = s’ in D(L ) for 
any s and s’ in D(L). 
( Sufficiency ) 
For any sentence s in S(L)  F, there is a 
sentence s’ in D(L) so that s and s’ have the 
same meaning, but not necessary to have the 
same syntactical structure. This sentence s’ is 
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called canonical form of s in this paper. 

The set of D is called a canonical set of sentence 
in language L.  This definition of a canonical 
sentence set drives a function from S(L)  F to D 
and denoted by c.  There are two or more canonical 
sets for a language. For example, there are different 
styles, e.g., oral conversation style, official document 
style and childrenese. 

3.4 Natural sentence set 

In S(L)  F, there is a set of sentences that is 
widely accepted among native speakers.  Usually, 
corpus sentences are selected from the set of such 
sentences.  This paper refers such kind sentence set to 
a set of all natural sentences in language L and 
denotes C(L).   

3.5 What is translation of sentences? 
By using the above sets of sentences, we can 

define an activity translation as follows: 
Translation from language S(L) to S(L’ ) is a function 
t satisfies the following conditions: 

In the example of the above sentence, we have 

      s = “

 Nat(“N”)
s’= “A first object storage portion can store at least 
one object having at least one data node and at least 
one application node that are hierarchical.” 
Nat(“E”) 

     and  t(s)=s’, 

because  

    c(s)=“

 D 
     g(c(s)) = s’  D’  Nat(“E”) 

and c(s) and s’ have the same syntactical structure as 
table 1.

Table 1: Syntactical Structure 
S0=_- can-store-_([N1],[N2]); S0=_ _ ([N1],[N2]);

N1= “A first object storage portion”; N1= “ ”;

N2=_-that- are hierarchical([N3]); N3=_ _([N4],[N5]); 

N3=_-having-_([N4],[N5]); N2=_, ([N3]); 

N4= at-least-one-_([N6]); N4= _([N6]); 

N5=_-and-_([N7],[N8]); N5=_ _([N7],[N8]); 

N6=object; N6= ; 

N7= at-least-one-_([N9]); N7= _([N9]); 

N8= at-least-one-_([N10]); N8= _([N10]); 

N9=data-object; N9= ; 

N10=application-object; N10= ; 

4 Translation of Patent Documents 
We shall show the overview of our translation 

system based on the functional approach.  The keys 
are the function dictionary and parsing algorithm. 

4.1 Statistics of Patent Data for NTCIR-9 

     The structure of function dictionary includes about 
37,468 functions from the training data of Japanese-
English patent sentences supplied by NTCIR-9 
project as follows: 

389,146  Sentences 
 28,708  Nouns 
     2845  Verbs patterns 
         86  Conjunction patterns 
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     1564 Sentence Final Expressions 
       417 Adverbs 

Then the function dictionary excluding nouns is 
less than 10,000 functions.   It is not difficult to 
construct functional dictionaries.   Also Japio and 
Kipo collected about several hundred individual 
patterns from their patens, it is enough to collect just 
50,000 phrase patterns excluding nouns. 

4.2 Parsing algorithm of patent sentences 

The parsing can be done by peering algorithm 
proposed by the authors [Ikeda et al, 2011].  The 
peering algorithm takes top-down analysis and solve 
the diversity program of computing, especially long 
sentences such as patent claim statements.   

4.3 Translation of English Patent into 
Chinese 

    If we prepare the Chinese function set 
corresponding to the set of English functions 
mentioned in Section 2.2 as follows: 

S0= _ _ _
_([N1],[N2],[N3],[S4]);

N1= ; 
N2= ; 
N3= ; 
S4=_ _;_ _; ([N5],[N6],[N7],[N8]); 
N5= ; 
N6=_ _ _ _ ([N9],[N10],[N11],[N12],[N13]); 
N7= ;
N8=_;_ ([N14],[N15],[N16],[N17]); 
N9=_,_([N18],[S19]); 
N18= ; 
S19= _([N20]); 
N20= _ _ ([N21],[N22]); 
N21= _([N23]);
N22=_ ([N24]); 
N23= ; 
N24=_ _([N25],[N26]); 
N25= _([N27]); 
N26= _([N28]); 
N27= ; 
N28= ;

Then we have translated the English sentence into 
Chinese as follows:  

“

” 
  
5.  Supporting patent document writing 

The functional approach is also useful in writing 
patent documents.  The detail is introduced in the 
following paper [Ikeda, WTIM’ 2011].  The process 
is done by Left-right input approach to write 
sentences using phrase patterns registered in the 
function dictionary.   In this case, we need about 300 
sentence patterns as phrase functions and about 3000 
definition sentence patterns added to the common 
function dictionary.   

6. Conclusion and Future Works 

This paper introduced a new approach for patent 
document translation and writing.  This approach has 
a possibility to solve long-term issues of the quality 
of machine translation.   In order to implement this 
approach, construction of the function dictionary is 
necessary.  But we have never finished it yet.  This is 
our   future work.   
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